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                                         Studies in Languages and Cultures, No. 1

          "The Vewel System of Late Middle Korean"

                             Ycshizo Itabashi

                              Japanese Division

                             xNTRggevcTgoN

   The vowel system of Late Middle Korean has been widely discussed, rnainly in
Korea, within the frameworks of neogrammarians as well as of geRerative linguists.

There remain, however, stiii a number of argurneftts abeut the vowel system of Late

   IR discussing prebiems regardiRg the voweis ef Late Middle Kerean, we will be

cencerfted only with the vowe}s aRd diphthongs which were used to represent native

KoreaR elements. We wial deal with these preblerns in the foilowing order:

(1) the individual vowe}s and some special preblems coRcerning some vowels will

   be examined aRd a possible answer to each problem will be proposed;
(2) the individual diphthengs wM be dealt with, some issues eR this subject wil} be

   raised,'and some possibie soiutiens wiil be presented;

(3) the vowel harmofly wil} be investigated, and several problems will be discussed

   and wiii hopefully be solved;

(4) tones and tone-marks wigl be discussed, and some major issues wiil be raised

   and some possible soiutions will be offered; and

(5) a brief conclusion will be reached and the Reed for further study will be raised.

                                [I] Vowegs

   Although the termino}ogy used to expiain the mediaHetter for a singie vowel in

HuftmiR Ch6Rgam Haerye (HCH) is ambiguous, this book has beeR considered most
authoritative by Korean linguists. On the basis of the }ICH, the following two
vowel systems, (a) aRd (b) have been proposed by the twe linguists, Yi Sung-Nyong

aRd Kim Wang-Jin respectiveiy (Yi, Ki-Moon 1977 3-4):

         I[i]-[i]-r[u] I[i]T[u]-L[u]
                 a[e] Å}[o] -[e] e[o]
                          e[A] a[e] F[a]
                 ts [a]

                      (a) (b)
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In each system a phonetic value must be assigRed to each letter in order to inter-
pret the HCK terminology accurately. Yi Ki-Mecn's article (1977 3-4) suggested that

the vowei system of Late Middie Koreaft was closer to system (a) than to system (b)

because of the vowel correspondences between Middle Korean and Middle Japanese
de'scribed in Irop'a and between Middie Korean and Middle Chinese described in
Hongmu Ch6ngun Y6khun. Yi proposed the following vowel system:

                          l[i] -[" T[u]
                                  d[e] Å}[o]
                                  ts[a] e[A]

   When we compare the three proposals with one anGther, we can assume that
the phonetic value of the voweis F, l, i and nvr might have undergone some pho-

netic changes; nevertheless, the phenetic value of these vewels in Late Middle
Korean weuld appear to have been practically the same as that in Medern Kcrean.
There are three vowels, a, -, aRd e, which seem to be very controversial because

of disagreement over the phonetic vaiue of these three voweis. We will discuss
those controversial vowels in the following order: di, -, and e.

   While some scholars (Izui, Hisanosuke & joitg-Ho Ra 1968 5-6) censider the pho-
iietic value of A in Late Middle KoreaR to be [o] (or even a farfetched [e] as in (b)

above), some other scholars, such as Yi Ki-MGon or K6 Ung, regard its phonetic
value as [e]. The latter view is more likely correct because of the rules of vowel
harmony in Middie Kerean. d is harmonic with - and T. If a were [3], however,

it would be impossible to harmonize these vowels aitd the triaRgle of one harmoftic

group would overlap that of another harfnonic greup. This is shown below:

                                   ?[]

                      [i] T[u]

Moreever, if d were [3], there

Ra 1968 5-6), both of which are

? [e]

7

              <+)

              ts
             [a]

would be no clear distinction between a

 considered noit-high and non-front.
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    When the vowei a in Modern Kerean is leoked at from the viewpoint of dialec-
toiogy, this vowel has three different phonemes (Izui & Ra 1968 10): [3] in the west-

em dialect and in the central dialect as a short vowel, [i] or [u] in the central dia-

lect as a long vowel, and [3] in the southern dialect. We know, however, that this

vewel in Late Middle Korean did not have aNophones which iater became these
three phoRemes siltce HunmiR Ch6ngtim (HC), which was compiied en the basis of
the ceBtral dialect, did not mention any allophones. Therefore, ,a might have been

either [-], [u], or [e]. It is aiso possibie that there was an unkRewn originai vowel

which Iater ramified into the three different phenemes [o], [$] & [u], and [e] in

Modem Korean. However, this possibility can be eliminated because there is no evi-

dence that there was such a vewei in Early Middle Korean.

   When vowel harmony is ceRsidered once again, 4 in the negative harmonic
group corresponds to •ts in the positive harrnoRic group, so it would be natura} te
regard a as [e] rather thait as F], er [H]. Thus, Yi's and H6's findings wouid

seem to be correct.

   In terms of the quality of - in Middle Korean, some linguists suggest that -
raust have beeit [u] er [La], vyhiie other linguists, such as Yi and H6, insist that -

m"st have beeR [S]. Neither Yi nor H6 give us aRy explicit reasons fer their
clairr}s. Howeve' r, this view was probabiy based on the explaRation cf the vowei -

in the HCH (H6, Ung i964 3e3-315): '
   With -, the tongue retracts a littie and the enunciatien is neither
   deep ner shaliew. T is the same as -, only the ruouth is contracted.
    d is the same as -, oxx!y the mouth is spread.

Their interpretation of this terminology is very crucia} in identifying the pheRetic

va}ue of this vewel. Not oniy Yi and H6 but also some other Iinguists have inter-

preted such terms as `deep', `shaliow', `centracted', and `spread' in the following

manner:

   `deep' vs. `shailow' as `back epen' vs. `front ciosed' respectively.
   `contracted' vs. `spread' as `round' vs. `unround' respectively.

   If we accept their intepretation of the termineiogy, then this definition of the

vowel - pinpeints the area where oit}y the vowels F] and [u] fit, therefore, [U•t]
must be elimiRated, while the Iip-roundness of - relative to that of T and i leads

us towards [i] rather thaR [ul This view is also supported by the rules ef vcwei

harmony; e in the positive group corresponds to - in the negative group, so' -
keeps itearly the same distance from both a and T, and e keeps abeut the sarr}e

distaRce from both 5 and l. Thus, the vowel - must have beelt [" in Late
Middle Korean.
   'The phonetic vaiue of the vowel e is highiy controversial. This controversy is
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quite importaRt because the disappearance of this vowel strongiy affected the dia-

chronic changes iit the whole Korean vowel system and also bears sharply on the
breakdcwn of the rules of vowel harmony in Late Midd!e Korean.
   H6 (Yi l977 7) treats various aspects of this issue quite extensive}y: (1) the posi-

tion of teitgue for the vowel; (2) the auditory impressieR of the vowel; (3) a com-

parison of this vowel with f and Å}; (4) the fluctuatioR of the pheftetic value of

this vowel with differeRt suffixes; (5) the diachronic changes of the phoRetic value

of this vowel; (6) a comparisoR of this vowel with transcribed Chinese vewels ilt

Koreait; and (7) dialecta} differences. In each categery, H6 tries tc pinpoint the pho-

netic value of this vowel by cemparing and contrasting it with some other voweg

whose phenetic vaiue was already knowR. The contrastive method appears te be
the best method to determiRe the phonetic value of this vowei. He determines that

the vewel e holds the same distance from either F or Å} and that, siRce the
vowei e (in the positive greup) corresponds to the vowel - (in the negative
group), e must be the clesest positive vowei to -. This would seem te indicate
that the vowel e must be either [A] er [ej. Since [e] is a in Late Middie KoreaR,

however, [e] cannot be e. Therefere, this vewel mljst be [A], although H6 hesitates

to regard it as [A].

   Like H6, Yi also considers the vewel e to be [A]. UnfortuRateiy, he does Rot
present his reasons. ether linguists, such as Ch'oe Hy6n-Bae (1954), however, claim

that e must be [e]. This view, seems to be iRcorrect for two reasons. First, d is

already accepted as the vowel [e]. Second, the rules of vowek harmoRy prove
that e is located betwden 5 and l, not between F and -. Thus, the vowei in
question cannot be [e]; instead, it must be [A].

   The phonetic value ef each vowei in Late Middle Korean seems to be the one
propesed by Yi Sung-Nyoitg aRd Yi Ki-Moon, althougin the exact iocation of each
vowel is slightly different in the two vowel systems.

                             [g] Dgphthengs

   H6 claims that Late Middle Korean had at least twelve diphthongs, which are
divided inte the fellowing three greups:

   [rising]:wa we
   [rising]:ya yu yo ye
   [faMng]:ay uy oy ey Ay iy

H6 discusses the possibility of the existeRce of all of these diphthongs and presents

many exarr}ples of them. He first raises a basic question as to whether the moRoph-
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hongs S}, oA, and ejl in Modem KoreaR were diphthongs in Late Middle Korean.

He argues that these monophthongs must have been diphthongs in Late Middle
Korean because if they had been monophthongs at that time, there would have been
Ro need to connect the two letters together to express one vowel (i and l ;iF

and I, d and b. His answer seems to be correct, although no examples are pres-

ently available.

   There are some gaps in the pattern oR the chart;yA and yS. Did these diph-
theRgs exist in Late Middle Koreai}? If so, do we have evidence of this? Whiie
H6 does not even deal with these diphthengs, Yi Ki-Moon, with some reservatioit,

lists them as diphthongs. A}though they are fouRd in the HCH with a very brief
xplanation, they are, however, not atteSted in any other documents or written re-

cords except that eniy yA is attested in some dialects, in which yA turned into yLseL

in See"l and into ya iR some other dialects (Yi 1977 7);yi, however, is not. Now,

a basic questioR we must raise here is: how we can decide whether Late Middie
Korean also possessed yi, which is net attested in any dialects or in aity written

records except fer the HCH. It wouid be better to treat yi as a diphthofig that
existed for two reasoRs. First because it is mentioned in'the ffCH aRd second be-

cause the tonal symmetry between yA and Ay makes it possible or even probable
to assume the toma1 pair yg and iy. It is likely that these diphthongs existed
around the time of Early Middle Korean and disappeared teward the end of the 15th

century. Thus, we can conclude that these diphthongs rr}ust have existed around
the beginning of the Late Middle Korean period.

   Yi (1977 6) touches on the possibie existence of the diphthongs wi, yi, aftd iy in

Late Middle Kereait. In fact, however, enly wlt and Lt seem te have existed in the

Late Middle Korean peried. A}though the diphthong yi may have existed in the
Eariy Middle Korean period, it had probably died out by the end of the Early
Middle Kerean period.

   Since Yi supposes that there was Ro way of representiRg the diphthong wLt in

}Iang"i, he iRsists that -Bi>-wi became -i in most cases, and in a few cases
became -uy, -oy, or even -wey, which are allegedly the phonetic variants of wi.
But how do we knew that uy, oy, and wey are just variants of wi? If examples of
these variants are available, he should have presented them for cemparison with
equivaients in dialects of that time. In fact, we beiieve that Hangtt1 was able to

represent the diphthong wi as u + i, just as wa is now written as o + a, the
forrr}er of which was attested in some documents (Ch'oe, Bbm-Kong 1981 32). There-

fore, this diphthong must have existed in Late Middle Korean.

   The diphthong iy is censidered iR Yi Ki-Moon's (1977 8) discussion on the mor-

phophonemic }evel of the two types of ti-:
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   ti-`tofall':iowtoRe prefinaiform:tike fiRalform:tiko
   ti-`tofell':risingtene prefinalforra:ti'e finalform:ti'o

He argues that the morph -'o appeared in Middle Korean only after a stem which
ended in r or y, so ti- must have the stem ti- (low tene) plus a causative suffix -F

(high tone), and the ferm has one syllable and behaves morphologicaliy iike verb

stems eRding in y. Ke concludes that the causative form ti- must be tly-, but it

was written as a mooosyiiabic ti-, which looks exactly like the iittransitive stem.

Hence he regards ti- `to fe}l' as a risiRg tone. Our view en this issue is basicaily

the same as that ef Yi's, so we weuld like to support his view in terms of tones (to

be mentioned). The ca"sative suffix -ij had a high tone and the Sr- `to fall' had a

low tone, so the combined form tii->tiy- had a rising toRe, which was preveR by
one of the saRdhi ruies (to be discussed). Theft it was orthographically contracted

into lr-, although the tene was retained. In order to strengthen our view, we will

need to exarr}ine the vowei length of the vowei ti- `te feii' for further study. This

idea is based on the weH-kltowit fact that a ciuster ef the.identicai vowels with a

rising toAe usualay becomes a iGltg vowel in Modern Korean. Thus, we coRclude
that there was a diphthong iy in Late Middle Korean.

   As far as ylt is conceraed, Kim Wan-Jin (1972) ciagrns that the suffix of deverbal

adverb was -yi in the 15th century, though there was no yi iisted in the HC. He
states that the labiai fricative -l6- became w in the l5th century and this w was drop-

ped befere the suffix -yi: koB-i>koi `beautifuily'; tereB-i>terei `dirtily'. However,

as Yi KFMoon (1977 6-7) points out, this is not a legitimate argumeRt because w

also drops before the causative suffix -i such as tere3i->tereY `to make dirty'.
Therefere, there is ne way to distinguish -yi (if it eveT existed) from K= Hb does

not even touch on this diphthong. Thus, for the time beiRg, it is safe te say that

the diphtheng yi may net have existed in Late Middie Korean.

   As a resuk of this analysis, the diphthong chart originally presented caR be ex-

teitded te include at ieast sixteeR diphthongs in Late Middle Koreaft:

   `rising tene':wa we wi
   `rising tone':ya yu ye ye yA y"
   `fallingtone':ay uy oy ey Ay &y iy

                           [tw] Voweg ffarggReity

                                                   '
   The vowel harmony was the rr}ost prevaient feature in Middle KoreaR. The
rules of vowei harmony usually appiied up te endings ef verbs and suffixes ef
Rouns, but seme iexical items did not fellow the rules of vcwel harmolty.

   The vewel harmony in Late Middle Korealt consisted of the two harmonic
groups -, 4,, T and e, ts, i and a neutral vowel i. The phoRetic vaiue of each
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vowel was established in SectioR I. The arrows in the diagram below indicate how

the approximate position of each vowel in the negative harmonic grogp corresponds

to the approximate positioR of each vowel in the pesitive harmoRic group.

l[i] -[-i-] T[u]
A[e](- iA]lllll[o]

x`"'

ts[a]

This type of vowel harmeny is called a `diagonal and palatal' harmony. The differ-

ence between the two grcups is that the negative group has `high' vewels and the
positive group has `Ron-high' voweXs.

   It is interesting to note that the two nQn-high vewel de aRd Å} in the second

syilable of a word have often shifted inte some high vowels like - or T in ModerR

Korean, whereas ali the high vowels remained intact in Medem Korean. There is an

intriguing problem concerning vowel harmony in Medern Korean: there is oRiy oite
instrumental suffix .9-g (Izui & Ra 1968 14), which dees not feglow the ruies of

vewel harmony. But it is probabge that there were two forms of the suffix in
Middle Kereaft depending oR the vowel preceding the suffix: they must have been
9-g!, used with a stem with noit-high voweis, and -9--!i:r, employed with a stem with

high veweis. Nthough 9g is itot attested in any dialects of Modern KereaR, S-:\-

is attested in the nerthern dialect, which is used for R-.k. Since we know that the
suffix -9-jll- is net a recent deveiepment frem SLst, .9--ii- sure}y supports the ciaim

that the two forms existed in Late Middle Korean.

   The vowel harmony in Middle Korean is similar to that of the Aitaic iaitguages.

There is, however, a difference between the twe: the Middle KoreaR vowel harmony

had a paiatai high vs. Iow contrast, whereas the Altaic vewel harmony generaily
had a paiatal frent vs. back. contrast and the Turkic branch had a labial centrasC

which may have deve}oped frem the palatal harmony. Although Middle KoreaR had
a different type ef vewei harmoRy, we may attribute this characteristic to its Altaic

heritage.

   Another interesting aspect of vowel harmony iR Late Middle Korean is that
there were many matching lexical items which were differeRt only as to vowels aitd

which rernained as fossilized forms in Modem Korean (Izui and Ra 1968 24-5):
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   (1)ojuivs.U}ej.:MoK`head' vs.`neck' ;Mk.`head'
   (2)7A).7il-vs.7AV,7v?-:MoK.`tocarve' vs.`tocut' ;Mk.`tecarve,cut'
   (3) V,,Via- vs. v,g,vl- : MoK `to remain' vs. 'to go beyond';Mk. `to go beyond'

                      [MoK.=ModemKerean Mk.=MiddleKorean]

   These few examples show that there were rnany matching lexical items in
Middle Korean, which have braRched off in meaning in ModerR Korean. Matching
lexical items probably did not share exactly the same meaning in Late Middle
Korean, and the gap in meaning probably became bigger and bigger as time weRt
oR. It would be iRteresting to find out how and why these pairs branched off in

ModerR Korean.
   A big historical issue on vewel harmoRy is the question of why and hcw the
rules of vowel harmony started te disappear iR Late Middle Korean. A cllle to this

questioR could be the less of the vowei e, which prebably cenfused the whole
vowel harmony system. We do net kAow, however, why the vowei started to disap-
pear, which brings us to a big question in historicai linguistics: why linguistic
change occurs.

[W] Tgptes

   Most linguists of Korean agree that there were three tenemarks in Late Middie

Korean, but there is a questlon as to whether they were used to distiRguish three

different tones. These tonemarks were probably employed to contrast one tene with

another in Middle Korealt because if we distinguish fewer than twe tones or more

than three tofies with the three tonemarks, we canAot make sense eut of the func-
tion of the tonemarks. It is also because, as we wiil see beiow (Ros6R 1974 27>, the

tenemarks distinguished each lexical itera. Therefere, there is no doubt that the

three distinct tonemarks were used to express the three different tones in Late
Middle Korean.

tonemarks tonenames illustration examples

p'y6ngs6ng(SP) z Å~ VRun s̀now' ;/nun`eye'
e k6sbng(fk) eD / Vrr}oi`mouRtaiR';/moi`food'

: sangs6ng(k) :z v Vnil/ta`rise';Xnii/ta`speak'

   There appears
though the fourth
his is because, as

to have been a feurth tone, which is somewhat contreversial.

 tone was called ip s6ftg, it seems that it was not a separate

the HCH says, "it (ip s6ng) is not fixed", which means that ip

 Al--

toRe.

s6ng
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was net only similar to k6 sbng but also similar to p' ybng s6ng and sang s6ng
dependiRg on the case. Therefore, it is safe to say that Late Middle Korean had tke

three tones.

   There are some cases where tonal differences affected the morphology of Late
Middle KoreaR. Take /na `I' and Xno `yeu' for example (Rosen 1974 44; ff6 1964
407):

   The tonal differences distiRguish the Rominative from the geRitive:

   stem Rominative genitive
   /ma`I' /nai</na+/i Å~mai</na+/wi
   Xnc`you' Vnci<Xno+/i Xnoi<Xn3+/wi
                                 '
The tones of the neminative are all reguiariy derived from the stem forms, but
those of the geRitive are all irregular and prebably are at present almost impossible

to be explained with respect to the generai rules of sandhi pheRomeRa. Some expla-

RatioR fer the irregularity of the genitive forms might be possible, however, if we

were te list all the similar cases in order to see if there were any rg}es fcr the ir-

regularities.

   Aitother basic aspect of toRes in Middie Korean is their contractioR (Rosen 1974

45):

   1) p'ybRg+k6>sang :x+/>V :Xkw `it, he' Vkwi (norn.)
   2)k6+k6>k6 :/+/>/:/ni`tooth'/ni/la(</ni+/i/Ia)(descriptive)
   3) sang+k6>sang :V+/>V :Vsai`bird' Vsai(<Vsai+/i)(nom.)

Each contraction seems very logical. Two independeRt syllabges, each ef which has
its ewn tone, are contracted te cne syllable with oRe distinct tone. This contractieR

of the tones is called `sandhi' and eccurred cRly within the limits of the `word', i. e.

withiR that semantic-syntactic unit recogitized intuitively by the native speaker as a

`word'.

   ene ef the most interesting issues about tones is as to whether there is any re-

lationship of the tone system of Middle Korean with that of the Ky6ngsando dialect.

This issue has been dealt with by several schoiars, such as Kbno Rokurb (1945), Nam

Kwang-U (1953, 1955), Yi Sung-Nyeng (1954), H6 URg (1955), Kim Pybng-3e (1959),
and Chong Yoif-Ch'an (1960).

   Before we look at the argumeRts, we have te know the tonal differences be-
tween Middle Korean and the Ky6"gsando dialect:

          Middie Korean Ky6ngsando diaiect
          k6s6ng (/)<••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••>p'y6ngs6ng(Å~)
          p'y6ngs6ng(x)<•••••••••••-•••••••••••••••••->k6s6ng (/)
          sangs6Rg (V)<••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••>sangs6ng (V)

                                    43
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    We wlll cite H6's and Cheng's arguments since they have entirely opposite
views about this issue.

   H6 Ung claimed that it was improbable that these tone shifts occurred during
the five huRdred years (1450-present), which separated the tone system ef Middle

Korean frorr} that of the Ky6Rgsando dialect. Thus, he cencluded that the two toRai

systems mgst already have been different from each other at the beginning of the
Yi dyRasty (H6 1963 6. 2: 2). CheRg, hewever, argued against H6's theory in that if

the short period of time from 1450 uittii the disappearance ef the tones around 1600

(150 years) were enough time for a process that compietely wiped out the tonal
system in the central dialect, then it must be possible, and eveR prebable, te assume

that the Ky6ngsando dialect could have uRdergone these tonal shifts during a loRger

period of 500 years (Chong 1960).

   The two scho}ars are te be arguing without any iingugstic evidence or any lin-
guistic aRalysis of evidence. It appears that the tones existiRg iB the Ky6ngsaRdo

dialect are, in fact, the resuk of tonal $hifts from Middle Koreaft. For one thing, it

is impossible te think that the Ky6itgsando area had already developed its owA
tQnal systern before the peried of Late Middle Kerean since the Ky6ngsaRdo area
was not isoiated frem the rest of the area where the Middle Koreait toRai system

was beiBg used. For another, although the data may Rot be completely reliable be-
cause the pitch of an isQiated word may be different frora that of the word within a

sentence, comparative date (Rosen 1974 54-6) does show that there was a tendency

of consisteRt tonal shifts frem Middle Korean to the Ky6ngsando diaiect. This
aspect (the differeRce betweexe pitch in ait isolated word and pitch in a senteRce) has

to be pursued further in order to settie this issue. Also, more linguists shouid deal

with the very important questions of why the tonal system has remained intact
oRly iR the Kybngsando dia}ect, and what the functional load of tones in that dia-
iect is.

   Except fer the Ky6ngsando dialect, in which the functional load ef tones, of
ceurse, has to be considered, vowei }engths are much more important than tonal dis-

tiRctions in Modem Korean. Thus, ene important question that has to be raised is

what the precess was where tones appareRtly shifted to vowel lengths. Chu Si-
Gy6ng (1957) ciaims that the number of dots in Middle Korean texts indicated the
three [sic.] different degrees of vowei length:

   (1)sangs6ng :longest ;indicatedbytwodets
   (2)k6s6ng :siightiylong;indicatedbyonedot
   (3) p'y6ng s6Rg : normaliy long ; indicated by no dots
   <4)ips6fig :sameasp'y6ngs6Rg,k6s6ng;pronouncedmorehastily

He cencludes that the number of dots was oniy related to vowel lengths, but was
ftot reiated to pitches or vewel colors, that words indicated by no dots and one dot
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had the same vowei length, and there was no distinction between k6 s6ng aRd
p'y6Rg s6Rg. Even though he listed the three differeRt vowel lengths, he was aware

of the fact that there were oRly two distinct lengths: long and short. He apparent-

ly did ltot recogRize the possible relationship between tones and vowel lengths and

assumed that the toRal system somehow changed into the vowel }ength system,
which is unlikely to have happened.

   We do Rot know any language in which tones changed to vowel lengths or vice
versa. The on}y }anguage family where pitch distinctioits were shifted to stress dis-

tiRctions is the Germanic farnily. Proto-Indo-EuropeaR (PIE) must have had both
kinds of distinctions, although the functionai load of the pitch distinctions must

have beeR rituch heavier than that of the stress distiRctioRs. When PIE deve}oped
into Gerrr!anic, the fgnctiomal }oad of pitch and stress was switched around for some

reason (Meillet 1970 54-5). Generally, wheR we say that ene type ef distiRction was

shifted te another type of distinction it does not mean that one type comp}etly dis-

appeared and another type, instead, appeared, but means that the functional load of

oRe type was replaced by that of another and both distinctiofts always ceexisted.

Thus, it is reasonable to think that Late Middle Kerean had both tone distiRctions

and vowei leRgth distinctions, although the functionai load of the tone distinctioits

must have been by far heavier than that of the vewel }ength distinctions.

   Ch'oe Hy6ng-Bae (1954 96) seems to have recognized the following feur tenes.
These were indicated by tonai differeRces as well as by qualitative differences. Ke

demonstrated them iR the follewing xBaniter:

   (1) p'y6flg sbng:short ; ;a piain and high sound
   (2)k6s6ng :semewhatlong ;e;afallingsound
   (3) sang s6ng :ioflg ;:;a rising seund
   (4)ips6ng :shert,quickiytermiRa'ting;e;aplaiRandshorthighsouRd

Despite this explanatioR, he insists that eRly iength should be regarded as important

and that pitch acceRt ceuld a}most be disregarded. ffis description ef vowel lengths

and tones seerns to have beeR very much influenced by Chinese phonoiogy, so his
description must be biased. As we have seen earlier, his description of the tonag
system is not reliable, although he did recogRize the existence of a relationship be-

tween vowel lengths and tones, which is a valuable finding.

   L.R. Koftcevie (1960 50-1) discovered that the tonai distinctions, which had, he

thought, origiRated under Chinese influence, had developed into the vowel length
distinctions, and that there were two different origins of long vowels:

   (1) words with originally iong vowels
       e.g. (m'R p} <6: pta>, "a <s6:m>, OEi <i:1>, Vg <na:t>
   (2) words with seceRdary loftg vowels (later develepmenO
       e.g. kahi -B. keJt: `dog'; tui8LtLi -> tu:1 `two'; Rurlui.ta--) n[LL: lta `started'
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Kis view is the same as that of Chu in that vowel length distinctions were devel-

oped frem tonal distinctioRs, which, as we have discussed earlier, is impossible.
However, it is an important discovery that there are two different origins of long

vowels.

   Ro$en (1974 77-9) claims that vowel length coexisted with tone in Middle Korean

saRg s6ng words. When toRes gradually vanished, the vowei }engths remained. I{e
suggests that sang s6ng was a juxtapositien of the two toRemes p'y6ng aRd k6, and,

if p'y6ng and ILt were treated as ene mora each, then sang s6ng might be consider-

ed two morae, thatis, long corr}pared to p'y6ng s6ng and k6 s6ng. He also claims

that this would be valid for stem forms of nouns and verbs but that a long vewel

which was not preduced by the saftg s6Rg would occur in conjugation. The follow-

ing examples wou}d be products of tone coRtractions in which the combiRation of
each toRe was not p'y6ng s6ng plvis k6 s6ng:

   eg
   ka + a > ka > CK [ka:]`to go' na + a > na > CK [na:]`to come out'

Regardless of tones, these forms obvieusly have different types ef vowel length de-

veloprnent, so they have to be excluded from this stgdy. It seems that Rosen's anal-

ysis is basically souRd, although he makes the ambiguous statemeRt: "When tones
gradually disappeared the voweHength reraained." Does this mean that the tonality

disappeared on the `phonetic' level or on the `phonemic' level? If it means the
former, then he is completely wrong because, in any aaRguage, tones, voweHeRgths
and ether suprasegraeRtai features aiways coexist. However, if it means the latter,

there is no probiem with that statement. His solutioR appears exactly like the appli-

cation of our Germanic example that was rnentioned earXer. His volume of support-

ive comparative data must be accepted with some reservatien because the pitch of

an isolated werd may be different from that ef the word within an utterance. The
pitch differences between the two, hewever, may be predictable just like the case of

Japanese pitch accent. This aspect of tones will need a number of insightful de-
tailed studies.
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                   CeNCLgJSIgN and FVRTXER ST{JDY

   As discussed in the previous sections, Late Middle KoreaR had the following

vowels and diphthongs:

     I[i]-[4-]'-pm--"'-T[u] positiveharmonicgroup:[a],[A],lo]
               tt               :(-).-' negativeharmoRicgroup:[e],[g,[u]
               l/               --            A[e]" -L:[,O] [diphthoRgs]
               e[A]'""-/ `rising':wa we wi
                  l,(+)/ `rising':yayuyoyeyAyi
                      1. .-                  1/ `fallmg':ayuyoyey.Ay"yiy                F[ a]

   I have tried to discuss the major issues ragarding the vowel system of Late
Middle Korean and I have raised some questioRs for further study. However, there

may have been some issues that I have faiied to recognize or could not investigate,

and these issues must also be left for further study. Hopefully, the lnvestigatioft of

the problem areas will supply some important clues and suggestions for these fur-

ther studies.
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